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COUNCIL AND DEMOCRACY
HR Onboarding and Remote Working

As Objective Connect can be accessed anywhere on any device, councils can 
take full advantage of the ability to support remote working and mobilise the 
workforce. Electronically share employment contracts and OHS forms with new 
starters, ensuring the latest forms are used and the completed documents are 
automatically stored in your EDRMS. Share documents with those on maternity 
and paternity leave, support internal and external communication and much more.

Contracts  |  2-step verification  |  Online edit  |  Mobile access

Distribution of Committee Papers

Electronically distribute committee agendas, minutes, financials, plans and more via 
Objective Connect. Even if the committee members are outside of your organisation, 
all participants can instantly have the latest documents sent to any device. Use 
Tasks for the approval of minutes, Comments for group discussion and our new 
Annotations feature so committee members can make private margin notes.

Electronic distribution  |  Instant updates  |  Comments  |  Annotations

Civil Assets Maintenance

Remove the need for multiple systems to manage the records relating to the 
assets maintained by your council. Share asset details, photos, plans and 
more directly from your EDRMS with your asset inspection team. A workspace 
synchronised from your EDRMS will ensure a single source-of-truth is maintained 
for all of your asset information.

Single source-of-truth  |  Mobile access  |  Incident uploads



Compliance Evaluations

If your compliance team is on the road, share a container directly from your 
EDRMS. Using Objective Connect for Mobile, a compliance officer can have all of 
the relevant information in the palm of their hand. Any photos or videos taken can 
be instantly uploaded and saved in the correct container within your EDRMS. 

Share complete cases  |  Mobile access  |  Evidence uploads

Risk and Liability

Due to the range of facilities under management by councils, the ability to 
manage risk with shared assets such as risk registers, compliance reports and 
OH&S information is key. Create workspaces whenever a third party is involved in 
mitigating risk or when claims are made.

OH&S claims  |  Risk registers  |  Compliance reports

Contract, Tendering and Procurement Management

Engaging with third-party service providers is an everyday occurrence for councils.  
Objective Connect workspaces can be utilised to create a ‘common platform’ between 
your organisation and the third-party provider. Objective Connect will ensure that  
everyone is always viewing the latest contract – a common issue when relying on email. 
It will also support tendering and procurement processes, providing a single source 
of truth to manage every third-party service provider. The Workspace Record will 
additionally provide deep insight into who did what and when.

Common platform  |  Third-party providers  |  Two-way flow  |  Who did what, when
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Childcare

Many childcare facilities lack the systems required to maintain detailed client 
records. Create a permanent workspace where all client records can be stored and 
securely accessed by nurseries and childcare teams. The Online Edit function with 
Microsoft 365 enables the editing of documents in the cloud, without the need to 
download.

Outsourced records  |  Client and employee  |  Browser access  |  Edit online



Health and Social Care

Councils often coordinate the multi-agency response to social care and welfare 
issues within a community. Objective Connect can be used to bring disparate 
entities such as health providers, police, child welfare and other supporting 
agencies together, to collaborate on extremely sensitive personal data relating to 
domestic violence, truancy and the provision of residential care.

Agency collaboration  |  Sensitive content  |  Just-in-time notifications



Legal Transmittal of Case Files

Depending on the matter, the number of documents within a case file can easily be in 
the hundreds. Use Objective Connect to securely send an entire case file, including video 
and audio, in a single click. Use the ‘Preview Only’ feature to share your most sensitive 
information, when you trust the person but not the machine they are working on.

Large volumes  |  Large files  |  Preview only  |  Full audit

HEALTH, SOCIAL CARE AND WELLBEING

Environment Guidance and Advice

Objective Connect is an ideal solution for environmental research. Engage your 
global research partners by simply creating a Workspace to share all of your key 
data, results, published studies and more. Objective Connect is also an effective 
publication method when sharing research findings with the wider community.

Research partners  |  Share key data  |  Publish findings



Emergency Planning and Response

Objective Connect can be used during each key phase – Planning, Response 
and Recovery. The capacity to gather accurate information from multiple 
sources, maintain an up-to-the-minute emergency plan, and the ability to share 
information with an ever-expanding pool of responders during a crisis will deliver 
the best possible outcomes for the community.

Distribute plans  |  Real-time access  |  Coordinate response  |  Manage recovery

ENVIRONMENT

Waste Management

A top priority for every council is how to minimise waste and maximise 
sustainability. From coordinating small local initiatives such as volunteer-run natural 
area regeneration, to cross-government recycling projects, Objective Connect is 
an ideal solution for the sharing of content and the distribution of plans.

Volunteer programmes  |  Agency programmes  |  Plan publication
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Planning Applications

Remove the need for paper during the planning application process. Digitally 
exchange documents and collate feedback in a single location. Everything is time 
stamped and immediately stored as a record in your EDRMS.

Direct from EDRMS  |  Time stamped  |  Retained in EDRMS  |  Capture responses

  
 
 
 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

City Planning and Assessment

A city plan requires input from multiple agencies and community stakeholders, each 
having input to confidential information. Create workspaces where you control who 
has access to content, for how long and who else they can share the information with.

Stakeholder management  |  Access control  |  Time limited  |  Sensitive

Property Delivery Group

Make life easier for your project managers. Create a workspace to manage any 
project requiring third-party input. Add and remove participants and control 
their abilities. Ensure that the team always has the latest information published 
from the EDRMS and every version update is captured. The Workspace record 
will provide a complete overview of all activity, including a complete list of all 
comments and the status of every task.

Manage any project  |  Comments  |  Task allocation  |  Preview only



 

Building Inspections

On-site building inspections are a core deliverable for councils, with many 
completed by third-party providers. Workspaces, including original plans and 
plans marked up using Objective Trapeze, can be provided to all inspectors. The 
information can be viewed via a browser or on a mobile device using Objective 
Connect for Mobile. If proof-of-work is required, utilise the two-way flow of 
information to collect photos and plans that have been annotated while on site.

Share complete cases  |  Mobile access  |  Evidence uploads



LEISURE

Facilities Management

Councils manage a range of facilities from Public Pools to Community Centres. 
Objective Connect can provide access to key facility information stored in your 
EDRMS - directly with the team on the ground. From site plans to staff rotas, your  
content can be accessible to the team who need it most.

Pools and Community Centres  |  Instant DM system  |  Rotas  |  Site plans  



Event Applications

Major events often require the coordination of many outside parties.  
Objective Connect can be used to bring all stakeholders together – from roads 
to police, to members of the community, everyone involved can have a single 
location to share information and exchange ideas.

Application management  |  Volunteer coordination  |  Mobile access



Find other ways to use Objective Connect in your council  www.objective.com/connect


